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What Does a Researcher Want?
 Visibility
 Citations
 Respect
 Funding

The Commons helps you
extend your reach

Jefferson Digital Commons
http://jdc.jefferson.edu
Publishing software for faculty, staff,
departments, and selected student works
 FREE to you
 Supported by AISR staff
 Open to the world
 Good for:


–
–
–
–

Self-archiving published articles
Original communications (reports, newsletters)
Educational materials (syllabi)
Presentations, videos, image collections

Benefits in participating in JDC
Increased exposure to global audience
 No ads
 Meta-data/SEO
 Permanency of links
 Numerous file formats accepted
 Version control
 Free service
 University Press


Open Access:
A growing movement
 2,000

repositories that link to 30
million items
 21,000 items per day

PLOS ONE

In the Commons…

Growth of Open Access Journals
 Directory

7,385

of Open Access Journals =

Types of Items in the JDC

Journals

Newsletters

Patient Education

Videos

Posters

Historical materials

Capstones

Photo galleries

Grand Rounds

Conferences

Podcasts

Journal articles

Since
2006 over
19,858
downloads

What’s there now?









Jefferson dissertations
Peer-reviewed journals
Departmental newsletters
Faculty postprints
Teaching videos
Conference presentations / posters
Departmental reports
Historical books

Organized by type and/or by dept.

Original publication is great, but why should
I self-archive my published articles?


Enhanced professional visibility
– Deposit of postprints increases citation rate and rate of dissemination.



Relative increase of citation rate for open access vs. toll
articles has been measured:*
–
–
–
–
–

Biology 49%
Political science 86%
Electrical & electronic engineering 51%
Clinical medicine 193%
Mathematics 91%

*Data from: Antelman, Kristen. Do Open-Access Articles Have a Greater Research Impact?
College and Research Libraries, 65(5), 372-382. September 2004 and Brody, Tim. Citation
Impact of Open Access Articles vs. Articles available only through subscription ("Toll-Access")
http://www.citebase.org/static/isi_study/


Citation Advantage of Open Access Articles Eysenbach G PLoS Biology
Vol. 4, No. 5, e157, May 2006 doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0040157

How does the Jefferson Digital Commons
maximize faculty exposure?


Early access to full text



Metadata used to describe contents enhances position &
discoverability in Google, Scirus, Yahoo and other search
engines



Current Statistics (April 2012):

– 882,342+

full-text downloads to date

(since 2006)

– 4,734+ items in the JDC

Discovery in Google

Optional: Authors are notified of use

Author Dashboard

What were readers looking for when they
discovered your article?

Dashboard email

FAQs


Can I find out who is using my work?
– The Commons can tell you how frequently an
article is downloaded, the institution and the
referral



Can I limit access to my work?
– Yes, under certain circumstances. But the
advantage is to make work freely accessible



What happens if I leave Jefferson?
– The Commons will continue to display your
articles in departmental areas.

FAQs


How do I deposit an article?
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Register for an account
Find your department
Select “Submit a Paper” & log in
Give Jefferson permission to post your paper
List the authors
Provide your citation and upload your paper
Library staff will review formatting, add publisher links,
and observe publishers’ embargoes, if needed

– OR just send the article to dan.kipnis@jefferson.edu
AISR staff will deposit it for you. What could be easier?

FAQs


What if my paper is already on my
website?
– Web pages are notorious for moving;
conference websites often disappear after a
time; departmental websites need fresh
material
– Jefferson Digital Commons creates an
additional access point with a permanent URL
(LOCKSS principle-Lots of copies keeps stuff
safe)
– You may link to or from individual papers in
the Commons

FAQs


What if I no longer own the copyright to my
article?
– Many journal publishers now allow you to post a version
of your article to your personal site or an institutional
repository
– Check your publisher’s current policy with the
SHERPA/ROMEO database at
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php
– AISR staff are happy to assist you with copyright
questions

FAQs: Who allows deposits?
These publishers allow published PDF
versions of an article
 American Physical Society
 University of Chicago Press
 American Society of Microbiologists
 Cambridge University Press
 Duke University Press
 BioMed Central
 Research Council of Canada
 Animal Science Association

Less than Perfect
These publishers allow an “author’s version”
(final Word version)












Elsevier
Springer Verlag
Institute of Physics
Oxford University Press
Lippincott
Nature Publishing Group
John Wiley & Sons
Taylor and Francis
Sage Publications
American Psychological Society
National Academy of Sciences

FAQ: Who doesn’t?










American Academy of Neurology
American Chemical Society
American College of Chest Physicians
American Medical Association
American Occupational Therapy Association
American Physiological Society
American School Psychology Association
Karger Publishers
Mary Ann Liebert

And more.
Most are societies that depend on publication sales to subsidize
other operations.
Some commercial publishers just want to be asked first; some
impose a lot of conditions.

Strategies for publication:
Retain your self-archiving rights


Be assertive – let the publisher know what you
want
– For restrictive publishers, University Counsel
recommends use of a “contract addendum” that retains
faculty rights to deposit and otherwise use their own
material.
– AISR provides sample contract language and
instructions on JEFFLINE
http://jeffline.jefferson.edu/Collections/JEFFSelects/Cop
yright/retain.html

Where can I find more?


JEFFLINE’s Publishing section supports faculty
publishing:
– http://jeffline.jefferson.edu/Publishing/
– Conveniently located on the AISR menu and in My
JEFFLINE for Researchers



Contact:
dan.kipnis@jefferson.edu
215-503-2825

